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The Only Breast Pad You Will Ever Need!
@BellyToBreast @SMGurusNetwork
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This post contains affiliate links and I may receive a small commission if clicked on
and a purchase is made.

The Only Breast Pad You
Will Ever Need!
While breastfeeding many women experience extreme leakage, especially early on.
Coupled with uncomfortable disposable breast pads that provide inadequate
protection and often give an unflattering shape, moms often feel unsupported –
literally. This is where the Breast Pad Ever by Milkies. These luxurious breast pads
not only provide unrivaled leak protection with a spongy core capable of absorbing
more milk than disposable nursing pads, they offer a flattering lift and support than
many women need. This super convenient (just wash, dry and reuse), cost-effective
solution is designed to help women look and feel their best while feeding their baby
naturally.

A lot of woman breast feed which we all know is much better for the baby. This
makes Mom take extra steps on a variety of issues, so we want to address 1 of them.
These Breast Pad Ever by Milkies are not disposable, they are here to help you
throughout your breastfeeding time. You may even want more than one pair to
match anything you wear, they come in both beige and black.

My daughter had Zoey on February 9th and she cannot wait to try these out. I have
told her how thick they are at the bottom. They start out normal at the top, where you
do not really need the protection and get a lot thicker at the bottom. The fabric is
super absorbent. It is shaped to lift and support your breasts. This also helps to
keep it in place. You can machine wash or wash by hand, and let air dry. No more
leaking at the wrong times. The outer layer is leak-proof so I know that is good news
to any breastfeeding Mom.

See all Fairhaven Health has to offer.
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Ever:...
$19.95
Shop now

I received this product to give my honest opinion.

Spring is coming sooner than we think and to celebrate we will be featuring amazing
gifts to give to anyone throughout the season and of course some spectacular
giveaways. Stay tuned for our upcoming Spring Fling Gift Guide!!!!!

If you're a sponsor and would like to work with theSocial Media Guru Network to
have your amazing products and brand featured by us you can get more information
and contact me HERE.

